Technology that
outperforms

Proven runner quality
An additional support roller
provides extra levels of safety
and creates high runner quality
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■ LightHaus

even for top-heavy situations.

Impressive carrying capacity
The 65 kg load bearing option
was specially designed for wide

TANDEMBOX plus
BLUMOTION

and extra deep applications.

With new 65 kg load bearing runners
Furniture design is moving in the direction of wide, large pull-out elements.
That‘s why Blum is expanding the TANDEMBOX plus BLUMOTION pull-out system
with the addition of a 65 kg application.
The 65 kg load bearing runner option is compatible with existing TANDEMBOX
components. Therefore standard drawer sides can continue to be used. The cutting
dimensions for bases and backs as well as the drilling positions remain unchanged.

>

The advantages
of a 65 kg load capacity

■ Oversized pull-out elements
can be used

■ Silent and effortless closing
action thanks to the adaptable
BLUMOTION

■ Silent opening
■ Additional support roller
High quality of motion
An additional dampening element ensures effortless stopping when opening.
Thanks to the adaptable BLUMOTION, closing is always silent and effortless.
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TANDEMBOX plus BLUMOTION: 65 kg load capacity

Order specification
Along with the 30 and 50 kg load bearing options, TANDEMBOX plus BLUMOTION is now available with a 65 kg solution.

Nominal length

Cabinet width

Recommended carrying
capacity for cabinet profiles

< 450

450

500

550

600

650

275–600 mm

558

558/559

558/559

558/559/556

559/556

559/556

700–900 mm

558

558/559

559/556

559/556

556

556

> 1.000 mm

558

559/556

559/556

556

556

556

up to 30 kg
up to 50 kg
up to 65 kg

Nominal length

Cabinet profiles left/right
with integrated BLUMOTION

450

556.4501B

500

556.5001B

550

556.5501B

600

556.6001B

650

556.6501B

